Five nontrivial stationary points are found for maximal gauged N=16 supergravity in three dimensions with gauge group SO(8) × SO(8) by restricting the potential to a submanifold of the space of SU (3) ⊂ (SO(8) × SO(8)) diag singlets. The construction presented here uses the embedding of E 7(+7) ⊂ E 8(+8) to lift the analysis of N = 8, D = 4 supergravity performed by N. Warner to N = 16, D = 3, and hence, these stationary points correspond to some of the known extrema of gauged N = 8, D = 4 supergravity.
Introduction
In N > 1 extended supergravity theories in dimensions D ≥ 4, it is possible to gauge the SO(N) symmetry that rotates the supersymmetry generators into each other. In three dimensions, the case of gauged N = 16 supergravity is of particular interest, since it exhibits a very rich structure; here, scalar fields are on-shell equivalent to vector fields, and due to the freedom in the choice of the number of vector fields defined as nonlocal functions of the scalar fields, a large number of gauge groups become possible [1, 2] . Furthermore, in contrast to D ≥ 4 supergravity, maximal three-dimensional gauged supergravities are not derivable by any technique known so far from any of the known higherdimensional maximal gauged supergravity theories, since the vector fields show up in the Lagrangian via a Chern-Simons term and not via a kinetic term as in a Lagrangian obtained by Kaluza-Klein compactification.
Gauging of any extended supergravity introduces into the Lagrangian, among other terms, at second order in the gauge coupling constant g a potential for the scalar fields. For D = 4, N = 2, 3, the scalar potential is just a cosmological constant −6 g 2 , while for N ≥ 5, it features a rich extremal structure which defies an exhaustive analysis for N = 8. Some nontrivial extrema of D = 4, N = 8 supergravity have been determined in [3, 4] by employing group-theoretical arguments. In order to shed light on the question how the extremal structure of maximal gauged D = 3, N = 16 supergravity constructed in [1, 2] is related to that of D = 4, N = 8 when one chooses SO(8) × SO(8) as gauge group, it is interesting to try to generalize the construction given in [4] to this case.
The potential of gauged maximal N = 16 supergravity with maximal compact SO(8) × SO(8) gauge group which we investigate here is considerably more complicated than any supergravity potential previously considered and may well be the most complicated analytic potential ever studied. The significance of the deeply involved structure of the exceptional Lie group E 8 showing up in this case still remains to be elucidated.
The scalar potential
The space of the 128 scalars of N = 16, D = 3 supergravity can be identified with the symmetric space E 8(+8) /SO(16), with SO(16) being the maximal compact subgroup of E 8(+8) and as E 8(+8) is obtained by fusing the adjoint representation of SO (16) 
The rationale of the common convention to introduce an extra factor 1/2 for every antisymmetric index pair [IJ] that is summed over is explained in the appendix.
From the E 8(+8) matrix generators t A C B = f AB C , one forms the CartanKilling metric
In order to obtain the potential, we first introduce the zweihundertachtundvierzigbein V in an unitary gauge via
where ψ A is a SO(16) Majorana-Weyl-Spinor and t A are the corresponding generators of E 8(+8) .
Due to the on-shell equivalence of scalars and vectors in three dimensions, the structure of gauged maximal D = 3, N = 16 supergravity is much richer than in higher dimensions; here, besides the maximal compact gauge group SO(8) × SO(8) and its noncompact forms, it is possible to also have a variety of noncompact exceptional gauge groups. The choice of gauge group G 0 is parametrized by the Cartan-Killing metric of G 0 embedded in E 8(+8) . The requirement of maximal supersymmetry reduces to a single algebraic condition for this symmetric tensor Θ which states that it must not have a component in the 27000 of the E 8(+8) tensor product decomposition (248 × 248) sym = 1 + 3875 + 27000. Obviously, one extremal case is G 0 = E 8(+8) . In this case, the scalar potential again reduces to just a cosmological constant, but the smaller we choose the gauge group, the richer the extremal structure of the corresponding potential becomes.
From this embedding tensor Θ MN , the T -tensor now is formed by
η KL Θ KL , we form the tensors
The potential is given by
If we split the SO(16) vector index I into SO(8) Indices I = (i,j), the nonzero components of the embedding tensor for the gauge group SO(8) × SO(8) considered here are given by
where we use the same normalization as in [2] . The most fruitful technique for a study of the extremal structure of these potentials known so far appears to be that introduced in [4] : first, choose a subgroup H of the gauge group G (SO(8) for N = 8, D = 4, SO(8) × SO(8) in for the case considered here); then, determine a parametrization of the submanifold M of H-singlets of the manifold of physical scalars P . Every point of this submanifold for which all derivatives within M vanish must also have vanishing derivatives within P . The reason is that, with the potential V being invariant under G and hence also under H, the power series expansion of a variation δz of V around a stationary point z 0 in M where δz points out of the submanifold M of H-singlets can not have a O(δz) term, since each term of this expansion must be invariant under H and it is not possible to form a H-singlet from just one H-nonsinglet. All the stationary points found that way will break the gauge group down to a symmetry group that contains H.
The general tendency is that, with H getting smaller, the number of Hsinglets among the supergravity scalars will increase. For H-singlet spaces of low dimension, it easily happens that the scalar potential does not feature any nontrivial stationary points at all, while for higher-dimensional singlet spaces, the potential soon becomes intractably complicated. Using the embedding of SU(3) ⊂ SO(8) under which the scalars, vectors and co-vectors of SO(8) decompose into 3 +3 + 1 + 1 for N = 8, D = 4 gives a case of manageable complexity with six-dimensional scalar manifold for which five nontrivial extrema were given in a complete analysis in [4] . (It seems reasonable to expect further yet undiscovered extrema breaking SO(8) down to groups smaller than SU(3).)
Since it is interesting to see how the extremal structure of N = 8, D = 4 gauged SO(8) supergravity is related to N = 16, D = 3 SO(8) × SO(8) gauged supergravity, it is reasonable to try to lift the construction given in [4] to this case via the embedding of E 7(+7) in E 8(+8) described in the appendix. As explained there in detail, the 128 spinor components ψ A decompose into 2 ×1 SO(8) scalars which we call ψ ± , 2 ×28 2-forms ψ ± i 1 i 2 , and 2 ×35 4-forms ψ
Re-identifying the E 8(+8) generators corresponding to the SU(3) singlets, resp. the SU(8) rotations used to parametrize the singlet manifold given in [4] is straightforward; exponentiating them, however, is not. Looking closely at explicit 248×248 matrix representations of these generators reveals that, after suitable re-ordering of coordinates, they decompose into blocks of maximal size 8×8 and are (by using a computer) sufficiently easy to diagonalize. Considerable simplification of the task of computing explicit analytic expressions for the scalar potential by making use of as much group theoretical structure as possible is expected, but nowadays computers are powerful enough to allow a head-on approach using explicit 248-dimensional component notation and symbolic algebra on sparsely occupied tensors.
2 The original motivation to invest time into the design of aggressively optimized explicit symbolic tensor algebra code comes from the wealth of different cases due to the large number of possible gauge groups of D = 3, N = 16 supergravity.
One important complication arises from the fact that the (56, 2) and (1, 3) representations give additional SU(3) singlets: from the (1, 3), these are the generators corresponding to ψ ± , while each of the 2-forms F ± which are defined as intermediate quantities in [4] appears twice (once for ψ
, giving a total of six extra scalars, so our scalar manifold M now is 12-dimensional. While explicit analytic calculation of the potential on a submanifold of M reveals that the full 12-dimensional potential definitely is way out of reach of a complete analysis using standard techniques, it is nevertheless possible to make progress by making educated guesses at the possible locations of extrema; for example, one notes that for four of the five stationary points given in [4] , the angular parameters are just such that the sines and cosines appearing in the potential all assume values {−1; 0; +1}. Hence it seems reasonable to try to search for stationary points by letting these compact coordinates run through a discrete set of special values only, thereby reducing the number of coordinates.
The immediate problem with the consideration of only submanifolds M ′ of the full manifold M of singlets is that, aside from not being able to prove the nonexistence of further stationary points on M, the vanishing of derivatives within M ′ does not guarantee to have a stationary point of the full potential.
A sieve for true solutions is given by the stationarity condition (4.12) in [2] :
The SU(3) singlets
Explicitly, the 12 singlets are
• The 6 selfdual complex 4-form singlets in the (133, 1) (using the same terminology as in [4] ):
• The two scalars from (1, 3):
• The spinors corresponding to the two-forms F ± of [4] , once built from the ψ 
Using the same parametrization of the six singlets from (133, 1) as in [4] , that is, writing them as
and using the translation of SU(8) generators to E 8(+8) generators of the appendix, the formula corresponding to (2.10) in [4] reads Here and in what follows, we use the abbreviations
Note that just as in [4] , we have ϑ-independence due to SO(8) invariance as well as an additional independence of Ψ.
A detailed analysis of this restricted potential shows that there are seven candidates for nontrivial stationary points, but none of these is a true stationary point of the full potential. However, it is observed numerically that the derivative at many of these points lies in the ψ ± plane, hence we extend
and obtain the potential 
(3.9) where we again find independence of ϑ and Ψ.
3 It must be emphasized that despite its complexity this is still not the potential on the complete subspace of SU (3) singlets, since the F and S 2 singlets have not been included yet.
This potential defies a complete analysis on the symbolic level using technology available today. Nevertheless, it is possible to extract further candidates for stationary points by either employing numerics or making educated guesses at the values of some coordinates. Here, we take (as explained above) (a, φ) ∈ 0, 1 2 π, π, 3 2 π × 0, 1 4 π, 1 2 π, 3 4 π and thus obtain the following six cases:
π, 3 4 π :
3. a = π, φ = 0:
(3.14)
6. a ∈ 1 2 π, 3 2 π , φ = 0:
The case a = 0, π = π, 3 4 π and a = 0, φ = 0 correspond to a = π, φ ∈ 1 4 π, 3 4 π , respectively a = π, φ = 0, both with σ 1 ↔ −σ 1 . In each of the cases (2), (3), (6), a detailed analysis produces a subcase of unmanageable complexity; aside from these, cases (1), (3), (4) feature nontrivial stationary points that turn out to be true solutions of eq. (2.8).
Five Extrema
Many of the extrema of the potentials listed in the last section re-appear multiple times; of every set of coordinates connected by various sign flips or coordinate degeneracies, we only list one representative.
Extremum Location
Form Cosmological Remaining Remaining (σ 1 , λ 1 , λ 2 , a, φ) of the constant group superscalar field Λ = 4V symmetry symmetry
SU(4)
− None where The extremum X 1 breaks the diagonal SO(8) of SO(8) × SO(8) down to a SO(7) under which the SO(8) spinor decomposes as 8 → 7 + 1. In the notation of [4] this is called SO (7) + ; it is easily checked that both SO(8) of SO(8)×SO(8) are broken in the same way. Hence this extremum corresponds to E 2 in [4] . The extrema X 1 , X 2 , X 3 all break the diagonal SO(8) down to SU(3) × U(1) and hence loosely correspond to E 5 of [4] . It is easy to check that the remaining symmetry of X 4 is 10-dimensional and hence has to be SU(3) × U(1) × U(1). Likewise, the remaining symmetry of X 3 is 18-dimensional, and since its derivative is 16-dimensional, it has to be SU(3) × SU(3) × U(1) × U(1). X 5 breaks the diagonal SO(8) down to SU (4) − (again using the nomenclature of [4] ), and since the remaining symmetry is only 15-dimensional, this is all that remains. This extremum corresponds to E 4 of [4] . There is strong evidence that the extrema X 2 and X 5 indeed are equivalent, despite breaking the diagonal SO(8) to different subgroups; a detailed examination of these stationary points will have to show whether this is really the case and what this might tell us about the D = 4 vacua E 4 and E 5 . Furthermore, it is a bit unexpected to see all cosmological constants except one have rational values.
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Appendix A: E 8(+8) and E 7(+7) conventions For quick reference, we assemble all used conventions in this appendix.
Structure constants of E 8(+8) are explicitly given as follows: using the conventions of [5] , we define 
following the conventions of [1, 2] . The common convention that for every antisymmetric index pair [IJ] that is summed over, an extra factor 1/2 has to be introduced more explicitly corresponds to splitting E The fundamental 56-dimensional matrix representation of the E 7(+7) Lie algebra decomposes into 28 × 28 submatrices under its maximal compact subgroup SU(8)
(A.7)
where A i I is an anti-hermitian traceless complex 8 × 8 matrix generator of SU(8) and Σ ijKL = Σ ijKL is complex, self-dual and totally antisymmetric.
We obtain this subalgebra from the E 8(+8) algebra as follows: we form U(8) indices from SO(16) indices via Since the charge-conjugation matrix is just the identity in our basis, the real as well as the imaginary part of every spinor obtained by acting with an even number of Γ j+ on ψ 0 is a Majorana-Weyl-spinor. We use the terminology
